Please refer the Ministry’s earlier letter of even number requesting States to fill up information in Data Capturing Forms (DCFs) and submit them along with the State Higher Education Plans by 30\textsuperscript{th} January, 2014. In view of the limited time available, it has been decided that the States may \textit{initially} only fill up the following four DCFs, details of which given below.

a) Two new DCF sheets named Fund Equalisation formula and Pre- requisites have been uploaded.

b) Two existing DCFs (State Abstract & Details) have been revised and uploaded as State Plan at a Glance and Details (Component wise).

2. It is mentioned that the States \textbf{may continue to work on the remaining DCFs}, which are already available on the website in addition to the four DCFs.

3. The four DCFs may be completed and emailed to \texttt{rusa.hrd@gmail.com} for evaluation by 25\textsuperscript{th} February, 2014.
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Director